EZ-ACCESS®
Product Catalog

Anytime, anywhere you need access
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Residential Access

Product Lines

Enriching lives
by providing
access to life
beyond barriers

30+

Years and still
family owned

CONTACT ACCESSIBLE SOLUTIONS TODAY
AUTHORIZED SOURCE FOR ALL EZ ACCESS
PRODUCTS
CALL: 888-534-9211
EMAIL: debbie@MakeYourHomeAccessible.com
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ORBIT® Patient Transfer Lift:
Safely and conveniently make transfers and daily
activities easier for both the patient and their caregiver
with this transfer device that pivots 360-degrees.
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TILT® Toilet Incline Lift:
Experience both comfort and safety with this toileting
aid that offers safe, independent bathroom use by
assisting in getting on and off of the commode.
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TRANSITIONS® Threshold Ramps and Mats:
Create a smooth transition and eliminate potential trip
hazards with this convenient solution.
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SUITCASE® Portable Folding Ramp:
Overcome curbs and low landings with this versatile
portable ramp that provides the safety and strength
required while remaining lightweight and portable.
Great for at home or on the go.
PASSPORT® Vertical Platform Lift:
The ideal solution when surrounding space is
limited or higher rises are present. Great for use at your
front or back door, as well as garage entry.

SUITCASE® Portable Ramps
SUITCASE® ramps are a durable and dependable solution for a variety of mobility and
accessibility needs. From the SUITCASE Singlefold to the Singlefold AS and Trifold
AS, you are sure to find a convenient, lightweight, and easy-to-use ramp perfect for
wheelchair and scooter use. These portable ramps are built to withstand repeated
use and offer a variety of slip-resistant surfaces. All SUITCASE ramps feature nonbreakable handles are ideal for use at home or on the go.

SUITCASE® Singlefold Ramp
2’

3’

4’

5’

Weight capacity
Width
Material
Tread
Warranty

6’
|
|
|
|
|

7’

800 lbs.
30”
Aluminum
Extruded
Lifetime

Made in the USA
» Single-fold design sets up quickly
» Full-length hinge for additional strength and stability
» Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength aluminum
» Extruded, slip-resistant surface for superior traction

SUITCASE® Singlefold AS Ramp
2’

3’

4’

5’

Weight capacity
Usable width
Material
Tread
Warranty

6’
|
|
|
|
|

800 lbs.
29.5”
Aluminum
Applied
Lifetime

Made in the USA
» Single-fold design sets up quickly and folds for storage or transport
» Can be used as one unit or easily separated into two lightweight sections
» Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength aluminum
» Applied, slip-resistant surface

8’

SUITCASE® TRIFOLD® AS Ramp
5’

6’

7’

8’

Weight capacity
Usable width
Material
Tread
Warranty

10’
|
|
|
|
|

800 lbs.
29.5”
Aluminum
Applied
Lifetime

Made in the USA
» Three-fold hinge allows for ultimate portability when longer ramp lengths are needed
» Designed to be used and carried as one unit, or separated into two individual sections for
easier transport and reduced handling weight
» Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength aluminum
» Applied, slip-resistant surface

SUITCASE® Top Lip Extension

Weight capacity
Material
Tread
Warranty

|
|
|
|

500 lbs.
Aluminum
Extruded
Lifetime

Increase the reach of SUITCASE ramps with the optional Top Lip Extension. The TLE extends
the standard 3” top transition plate to 9”, allowing the ramp to clear the rear bumper when
loading a mobility device into the back of an SUV or van.
» Extruded, slip-resistant surface
» Made of durable, high-strength aluminum
» Sold as a pair

TRANSITIONS® Threshold Ramps
Create a smooth transition for mobility users and eliminate potential trip hazards with
TRANSITIONS® threshold ramps, mats, and plates. This convenient solution is available in
a variety of surface and material options - as well as height ranges - and accommodates
most threshold applications.

Modular Entry Ramp
» Modular design with interchangeable extensions
» Available in seven sizes to accommodate thresholds from 3/4” to 6-1/4” high
» Made of high-strength aluminum which will not rust or corrode
» Extruded, slip-resistant surface for superior traction
» 34” wide
» 700 lb. weight capacity

Angled Entry Ramp
» Features independently adjustable legs with swivel feet to fit varying heights and
angles
» Available in 12”, 24”, and 36” lengths with vertical adjustments ranging from
1-3/8” to 5-7/8” high
» Extruded, slip-resistant surface for superior traction
» Made of high-strength aluminum which will not rust or corrode
» 36” wide
» 700 lb. weight capacity

Angled Entry Plate
» Single-piece, formed plate with an applied, slip-resistant surface
» Available in 8”, 10”, and 12” lengths
» Accommodates thresholds up to 2” high
» Made of high-strength aluminum that will not rust or corrode
» 32” wide
» 700 lb. weight capacity

Angled Entry Mat
» Made of 100% recycled rubber
» Available in 1-1/2” and 2-1/2” heights and can easily be trimmed or notched if
needed
» Beveled edges for cross-traffic access
» Available in black, gray, and brown
» Usable width of 36”
» 850 lb. weight capacity

Modular Entry Mat
» Made of 100% recycled rubber
» 2-1/2” height or combine with optional risers to obtain a maximum height of 4-3/4”
» Can be trimmed or notched for a custom fit
» Ideal for both indoor or and outdoor use
» 48” wide
» 850 lb. weight capacity

All TRANSITIONS products are backed by our lifetime warranty
and are made in the USA.

PATHWAY® 3G Modular Access System
The American-made PATHWAY® 3G Modular Access System consists of ramps, stairs,
and platforms, all of which may be combined and configured in a variety of ways to
provide a customized home access solution. Its unique features, including universal
components and interchangeable surface and handrail options, allow safe and seamless
access. If needs change, the PATHWAY 3G can transition with an individual.
Engineered to provide smooth (bump-free) ramp-toplatform and ramp-to-ramp transitions, eliminating trip
hazards

Connectors join rails securely,
creating smooth, continuous
handrails

Multi-positional base feet allow the system to be
positioned anywhere without having to anchor into
concrete footings or pads

Self-adjusting ground transition plate
allows for smooth ramp-to-ground
transition on most surface types

» Made of lightweight, durable, and high-strength
» Quick installation with minimal tools
aluminum that will not rust, making this system
» Interchangeable surface and handrail options for
virtually maintenance-free
immense versatility
» Can be easily reconfigured or relocated as needs » No poured footers, no construction - just simple
change
assembly

Ramps
2’

3’

4’

5’

6’

5’x6’

6’x6’

7’

8’

» Weight capacity: 1,000 lbs.
» Standard widths: 36” & 48” (48” width available in
solid surface only)
» Ramp handrail height: 34-1/2”

Platforms
4’x4’

4’x5’

5’x5’

8’x5’

» Weight capacity: 1,000 lbs.
» Platform handrail height: 34-1/2”

Surfaces

Surface options allow for infinite ramp configurations and design flexibility while providing safe access
to every home. Both surfaces are made of durable aluminum and offer advanced slip-resistance.
» Solid: The solid surface, our most popular option, has an extruded tread and features raised ribs to
provide slip resistance and all-weather traction.
» Expanded Metal: The diamond-shaped openings in the expanded metal surface allows multidirectional traction and reduced surface accumulation by allowing small debris, rain, and melting
snow to flow through.

Handrails
A variety of handrails are available to suit any residential need. Whether you choose a single rail, a twoline rail, vertical or horizontal pickets, these versatile, component-based rails are easy to assemble and
customize. All styles are made of aluminum and feature a durable design with a continuous top rail.

» Single Rail: The single rail is a versatile, one-line handrail. Features a
continuous top rail and is the most economical solution.

» Two-line Rail: The most popular handrail design, the two-line rail
provides an additional gripping surface by adding a second rail below
the continuous top rail.

» Vertical Pickets: Vertical pickets offer an added level of safety,
especially for children and small pets. Our pre-assembled aluminum
inserts meet the 4-inch sphere rule for spacing.

» Horizontal Pickets: Horizontal pickets offer an aesthetic option while
maintaining safety. These horizontal inserts run parallel to the topmost
rail and can be installed on standard handrail posts.

GATEWAY™ 3G Solid Surface Portable Ramp
The GATEWAY™ 3G Solid Surface Portable Ramp is the ideal solution when mobility
needs extend beyond the scope of a portable folding ramp. Designed for the rigors of
repeated, everyday use in all weather conditions and is ideal for scooters, wheelchairs,
and walkers. Available with or without handrails.

3’

4’

5’

6’

7’

8’

9’

10’

» More durable than wood, the GATEWAY is made of aluminum and designed
for years of maintenance-free use
» Solid, seam-free surface that offers slip-resistance
» Perfect for temporary or semi-permanent home access and can be easily moved or
relocated as needs change
» Formed top transition for secure placement
» Adjustable bottom transition that allows smooth ramp-to-ground conversion
» 36” wide with raised side rails to help prevent mobility devices from driving off the edge
» 1,000 lb. weight capacity
RAMP ONLY

RAMP WITH
TWO-LINE HANDRAILS

RAMP WITH
VERTICAL PICKET HANDRAILS

The GATEWAY 3G is backed by our lifetime warranty and is made in the USA.

PASSPORT® Vertical Platform Lift
The PASSPORT® Vertical Platform Lift takes safe access to the next level, providing a
quiet, smooth ride to your next destination. When surrounding space is limited or higher
rises are present, the PASSPORT is the perfect solution. The PASSPORT is user-friendly,
low-maintenance, and is the preferred lift of technicians and installers. ETL certified –
independently tested and approved for product safety.

Highlighted Features
» 52” and 72” heights with straight, turn, or dual access platforms
» 750 lb. weight capacity
» Lightweight: 353 lbs. - 392 lbs. depending on unit
» Plug-N-Play wiring technology for quick and easy installation
» DC-powered unit
» On-board smart charger plugs into standard GFI outlet and offers approximately 30 complete, fully
loaded cycles on battery power alone
» High-visibility LED diagnostic indicator lights for troubleshooting and reduced service calls
» Multi-positional control box features keyed operation
» Continuous, large, low-pressure mushroom head control switches (including emergency stop) are
easy to use, regardless of motor skills
» Undercarriage safety pan with obstruction detector (takes less than 15 pounds of pressure to stop lift)
» Self-actuating, 24-inch entry ramp folds upward when the lift rises to prevent accidental travel off the
platform

The PASSPORT is proudly made in the USA and backed by our 2-year warranty.

TILT® Toilet Incline Lift
The TILT® Toilet Incline Lift is a patented toileting aid that lifts to your natural body
movement, providing the independence needed to maintain dignity in the bathroom. By
combining the functionality of a heavy duty commode and a lift chair, the lightweight and
durable TILT offers an easy-to-use bathroom safety solution. It also features handheld
control to make the lifting process convenient for the user or caregiver. Designed for
quick, simple installation. Available in corded or battery power.
Corded Power Unit

Battery Powered Unit

» Lightweight and
features a 325 lb.
weight capacity
» Can be installed in as
little as 15 minutes
» Standard or elongated
seat models available

Equipped with a
Companion Control
to allow the user or
caregiver to easily
operate the seat with
the push of a button.

Equipped with nonslip hand grips, which
allows users to gain
a secure grip while
the seat raises and
lowers.

Battery powered
unit features a
rechargeable battery
pack that mounts to
the wall within 3’ of
the unit and requires
5” x 16” of wall space.

The TILT bolts directly
to the bowl for
increased stability.

Made in the USA and backed by our 2-year warranty.

ORBIT® Patient Transfer Lift
The ORBIT® Patient Transfer Lift is an American-made, safe, and convenient device to
assist in lifting and transferring individuals with limited mobility. This unique patient transfer
lift features an articulating arm and pivoting stanchion with brake that offers a reach of
up to 5’ in all directions and rotates 360-degrees, providing precise, all-round flexibility,
even in tight spaces. Designed to be used with your favorite ancillary medical equipment,
the ORBIT’s non-obtrusive design allows the unit to be placed in small bedrooms and
bathrooms and can be used with any bed size.

5-YEAR

• Articulating arm and stanchion each rotate
360-degrees for unmatched range of motion in
all directions.
• 5-point arm height adjustment provides the
flexibility to set vertical clearance as needed.
• 5’ arm offers a 10’ range of motion.
• Stanchion options can accommodate ceiling
heights between 7’ and 12’.
• Brake to slow the rotation of the stanchion and
arm around the axis by creating drag, allowing
precise control.
• Hook tab: Built into the articulating arm for
ancillary medical equipment attachment.

Components |
Application |
Operation |
Mounting |
Weight Capacity |

• Unlike fixed track, rolling, or portable lifting
systems, the ORBIT features a small footprint
and is not intrusive to the home or surrounding
space.
• Compact design allows the ORBIT to be
mounted out of the way, in a location that’s most
convenient for the user or caregiver.
• Due to its single post design, installation time is
reduced, which means minimal disruption for the
user or their family. The ORBIT can be installed
floor-to-ceiling or floor-to-wall.
• Multiple units can be placed throughout the home
or the unit can conveniently be relocated.
• Made in the USA.

5’ arm and 7’-9’ or 8’-12’ stanchion
Residential and institutional
Patient lifting and transferring
Bolted floor-to-ceiling or floor-to-wall
440 lbs.

Optional swivel hook
is available to use with
your favorite motor
(swivel action helps to
prevent motor tape from
twisting).
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